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k this paper, we present the main restits we have obtained through our a\Terience in designing and implementing Madeus [6], an authoring and presentation tool for interactive mtitirnedia documents. Madeus covers a broad
range of features such as structured composition, temporal
and spatial spec~mtions, integration of edition and presentation phases. The current implementation (in C) supports
hIpeg audio and video, Werent image formats and formatted ta%.
The development of Madeus is stti in progress, but from
its current state we can Aeady report on the foundation
of the choices that have been taken initidy. k partictiar,
we =~ensively disms the useftdness of the heart of the tool
whiti is a constraint-based system. This system mows an
@cient support for the specification of temporrd scenarios
and fits in an architecture that Wows the integration of both
authoring and presentation phases of a mtitimedia document. Moreover, we show that constraints are we~ suited
for the devdopment of both end-user graphic interfaces and
@cient low-levd -ecution mechanisms.
This paper is orgtied
in three ptis. First we present
the most impotiant choices that guided the development of
Madeus. Then, we outke the advantages of constraints
at the authoring stage. We *O qlti
how a presentation is carried out from a constraint representation of the
document. Fin&y, we concktde and indicate some future
Ieswch directions.

Abstra~
we have ob
b thispaper, we present the main rdts
tained through our &xTtience in designing ~d implementing JIadeus, ~ authoring and presentation tool for interactive mtitimedia documents. This system do=
an ~cient
support for the spetimtion
of temporal scenarios and fits
in m artitecture that Mom the btegration of both authoring ad presentation phases of mtititnefia do~ertts.
lloreover, we show that constrtits are wd suited for the
devdoprnent of both end-user graphic interfxes and &cient
low-levd mewtion mechanisms.

1

Introdudion

De\’doping a mdtimefia authoring and presentation appEcation is a Mdt
task as many Werent problems have
to be solved The ternpord nature of information in mdtimedia documents requires new funtions such as tentp~
xd syn~otiation
be~een components at authoring and
presmtation time and schedtig
of the prwent.ation in &
tributed and unpredicted conta~ts. hIore tradition
frmctions have *O to be adapted to these new entionment.s,
.-& as graphid
authoring interfac~ md spatial forrnatfig on the scr~
Research in those areas has been very
acti~-e in the last decade and a number of papers has been
pnbtihed on these topics. Ufie
the web, new rwearch
mod~, a\Terimentd took and document standards ~ed
to rtiy have an impact on tig
technology (su& z Ap
pie’s Quicktime) or to trigger the emergence of a new generation of took. &though mdtimedia document modtig
has bem gi~.en a great attention, the creation or authoring
procms m not ticienfly
covered. Neverthdess, one. of
the key issues is to define the levd of fl-tibti~
required to
make those took usable Perhaps the most pre~dent temp~
rd modd is the tim~e,
which figns fl events on a single
a~ of time Though simple and graphid, tim~es
lack
the fl~ubtity required for frequent scenario mofications
tied
out by the author before reaching the desired SCnario. We b&eve that authoring md presentation demand
more powschemw to become more accessible and effective. One such scheme is the const~t-based
technique
whi& is the key of our approach to enhance authoring and
presentation of mtitimedia documents.

2

Related work

&ear&
works on authoring environment for the design of
(syn&otied)
mdtimedia documents are not as mu&de
vdoped = other mtitimedia areas. The two fist knom
proto@w
were Firefly [2] and C~ed
[14] which raised
the debate on constraint-based versus operational environments. These ho classes have been defied depending on
how dose the document description is to the presentation
phase. With an operational approach, the author specifies
the my in which scenario must be mecuted by means of
either a script language or an operationrd structure (tree or
Petri-net). Therefore the presentation phase directly impl~
ments the operational semantics provided by the used structure. With a constraint-based approach, the author specifies
the required scenario tithout determining how to get the
r~t
in terms of operational actions. Constraints resolvers
me then used to translate this set of declarations into an
memtable form. The debate betieen these two Herent
=ys of spec%cation is stM going on and new propositions
on both sid- frequently appear:
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Merry BEFORE And
And MEETS Happy
Sdey DUMNG And
Merry EQUALS Songl
Happy EQUALS Song2
Merry STARTS Pictl
Pict2 MEETS Pict3
Pict3 MEETS Pict4
Pict4 FINISHES Happy
Figure 2: Temporal spefication

3.1

. EE [9], Madeus [6], TEMPO
constraint-based enviro~ents

[15], ~@

[3] are

It is dear that it is ~er
to bdd an authoring environment based on an operational approach thm to do the
same using a constraint-based formti.
hdeed, theoretid problems associated with constrain~based approach are
known to be ~dt
[10]. This ~Tlains why commercial
took are not based on const-t
technics. The same is true
for the standard promoted by the W3C for ~chrotied
rntitirnedia documents ded
Sh~ [17].
We are convinced by the strong advantages that constraints cotid bring to authoring environments of mtitim~
dia documents. The aim of this paper is to contribute to this
debate by ~ving a detded presatation of M the benefits
that mdtimedia authors codd make by using such environments, through the presentation of the Mtieus prototype
Madeus: a constraint-based

Merry: [25, 35]
Song2: [10, 60]
And: [25, 35]
Pict~ [15, 120]
Happy: [25, 35]
Sdey
[5, 15]
Songl: [10, 60]

of the Christmas =arnple

Using spatial and temporal constraints

Madeus is a constrain~based authoring tool where the author cm describe the spatial and temporal org~ation
of a
document by setting constraints between basic or composite objects (see section 3.2). These constraints can eWress
spatial and temporal synchrotiation
such as: two videos
must be verticfly centered and must be presented during
the same period of time. Then, the spatial and the temporal formatters compute the position of media objects in
both spatial and temporal dimensions.
Madeus uses dassid
spatial constraints such as align,
center and shifi on both the vertical ad hortiontd ~es.
Once a constraint is set, it holds during the whole presentation, even when the user moves manu~y some objects
on the screen. The Madeus spatial formatter is based on
DdtaBlue [13].
Temporal constraints used in Madeus are based on Nen’s
algebra [1] using the operators EqU&S, STMTS, BWOW, etc.
Basic objects of the scenario are associated with a range
of possible durations which can be de~ed by the author
hires= or automaticdy
assigned by the system (for instmce, an inteti rangingfiom 5 to 120 seconds for images).
This range can *o be defied as an tite
interti.
Fig. 2 gives the set of temporal rdations which describes
the fo~owing informal specification: The document starts
by displaying a tti “Merry Christmas” (Merry) accompanied by a Christmas song (Songl). FoUowing these two objects, the t~ “and” (And) is displayed, fo~owed by the t%
%appy New Year” (Happy) that is accomptied,
in its turn,
by an appropriate song (Song2). Each of the three t~ud
messag~ is presented for a period of about 30 seconds. k
addition, a “~efl
(Sdey)
makes a brief appearace during the presentation of the t% “and”. The backgroud of
the document is composed by a sequence of some Christmas
pictures (say 4 Pictl, Pict2, ...). The two songs can be
played with any duration in the range between 10 and 60
seconds without considering their complete detivery. We can
notice that in this mample, the author is not asked to give
precise temporal information in order to obtain the desired
synchrotiation.
h addition, he can take advantage of this
fltibfity
when reusing this document (see 4.3).

. Mediadoc [8], HyperProp 111] and HPAS [18] are OP
erationd ones.
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authoring tool

Madeus is a mdtirnedia authoring ad prwentation system
&arati&ed
by 1) a constraint-based spetication
of sc~
narios, 2) a hierarchic
or-ation
of documents, 3) the
abti~ for the author to edit a document on mtitiple views,
4) a pow~
internal structure that captures the temp~
rd information, 5) a object-oriented architecture to han&e media objects and 6) a plug-h mechanism to incorporate
~x%emd objects in documents. Th~e features are d~cribed
in the rest of this section.
Fig. 1 gives a global view of the architecture of Madeus.
We can see how the different components are or-cd
to
provide an integrated syst~
k the rest of this paper, we use the ~Tression %titimedia document” when considering the whole information
attached to the documenk the set of basic objects it contains
(test., image, video, audio, etc.) md their Iogid, spatial,
navigational -)
ad terupo~ or~ation.
When we
ody ~t
to speak about its ternpord aspects, we use the
term ‘%erupord scenario” or simply “scenario”.

3.2

A hierarchical decomposition

of the document

It is possible in Madeus to hierarchicdy put together a set
of objects in one entity, narndy a wmposite object, which
cotid be used in the remainder of the scenario as a basic
object.
As an mample of hierarchical decomposition, let’s consider the set of objects given in Fig. 2. They can be encap
dated in a composite object named “Christmas-Cud”
and
a CWews” document can be dehed as:
News = Christmas_Card BEFORE Fdy~ews
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Figure 3: Scenario view of the ~m
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The semantic of this encapstiation, in the temporal dimension, is given by the fo~otig de
the tempod intassociated &th a composite object is the shortest intd
which can t empor~y contain aR its components.
For ~~ample, hierarchic decomposition flom authors to
use Madeus to design compla documents. I{re have created
a mdtimedia presmtation of the W
Wxtute, comprising about, 70 basic objects structured in 5 scenw.

An =pressive tmual

3.4

Tlhatever the approach used to specify the tempoti sc~
ntio, it is worth noting that the author must be provided
tith a graphid tier of the ternpord organization of documents. The fiempord ~@” paradigm is know to be w~suited in such a case. b Madeus, the “scenario vied shorn
objects placed along a ternpord a+- hloreover, the temp~
rd constraints set by the author are *O represented in this
tier. Fig. 3 shows the view of our mmas
card ~ple
There springs represent flaubfity introduced by constraints
.mch x before or during ad vertid kes represent simtitaneous instants. One of the ltig
points of this view is
that objects are spatitiy tigned in the vertid dimension if
and ordy if they are tempordy ti~e~
This is a necessary
condition to remove any amblgnities for the author.
The otha interesting point of the scenario view is that
the author can interact tith it @e. moving a object along
the horizontal ati or r-g
it) in order to brome through
the set of solutions deduced from the temporal constraints.
The other objects are adjusted in rd-tim~~en using a
constraint-based approach to specify the ternpord scenario
the access to the whole set of solutions is very hdpti <r
the author to understand the global meaning of the set of
constrtits.
Three *O points (spatial ~gnrnents to denote temp~
r~ onw and d~marnic maniptiation of the view) are ho
new f=tures which are not provided t o the author in other
constraint-basea en~tionments. For instance, the temporal

view of ISIS is a static one, in which spatial tignments
not equitient to temporal ones.

are

3.6

Temporal information managed by a powerful internal
structure

A HSTP-based

Control of object progression

h Madeus, the control of the progression of each presented
object is performed by an event-based algorithm using a
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scheduler

Presentation schedtiers can be either purely reactive (as [5])
or predictivereactive. b the first case, the schedder knows
nothing about the fiture of the presentation. It reacts when
it receives an event by invoking the action xsociated to
this event. The predictiv~reactive schedder works as the
purdy-reactive schedder but in addition it uses a structure
that maintains a scheme of the whole scenario which gives
the schedtier hints about the future of the presentation. The
Madeus presentation schedtier is of the second type it is
mtiy
driven by the HSTP (that gives the over~ order of
the scenario), but *O by the user interaction events (that
specify what kind of presentation service are required by
the user) and the current mecutiond state of media objects
(that reflects the &ecutiond state of the whole document).
Based on the above information, the schedtier decides to
start and terminate the presentation of media objects at the
instants corresponding to those spetied in the scenario.
3.7

, *

. .

*

k Madeus, temporal information hanfing is based on Simple Temporal Problems (STP) [4]. An STP is a directed
acyfic graph where each node represents a time point and
each edge (i, [min,m=],
j) represents a temporal interti
tith a duration range from min to mbetieen the two
time points i and j. Numerous algorithms tist to anwer
qu%ions Ue does a solution tist (consistency checking)?
Can a Dartidar set of tiues be considered as a solution for
the pr;blem?
k Madeus, this formtism has been wended into a Hypergaph of STP (denoted by HSTP) in order to manage the
ke;m~d
org~ation.
The nod~ of the HSTP rep;esent
the begin and end instants of composite and basic objects.
The range of possible durations of an object is modeled by
an edge betieen its begin and end instants labeled by its
appropriate inteti.
Other edges in the HSTP are added to
take into account the temporal constraints that the author
has placed on the objects [10] (see Fig. 4 the “News” HSTP
~ple).
Moreover this structure is used by the presentation system to sdedde the =ecution of- and navigation
tithin- documents.

A graphical view of the temporal scenario

—

m

‘cRd2
‘ cPict3
‘ Piti4
[15-220] [15-120]
[15-120]
[15..120]

m-

format

Iladeus uses a t~~+ud format for storing the dedwtive
specification of the Merarchid, spati~ ternpord and navigation
or@ation
of mtitirnedia documents. A do~ment has the same structure as a composite objeti a W of
b=ic andjor composite objects. Spatial, temporal and style
attributes can be attahed to basic objects (duration bounds
of an object, font for a t=%ud object, etc). Some attributes
flow to ex~ress a dsmamic behavior such as a moving style
effect appEed on a visual object. h addition, Spatial-Rel
and Temporal-Eel attributes can be attached to composite
object= they contain the M of temporal and spatial r~
lations spetied be~een the components of the composite
objects. Another kind of attnbuta is the hypermedia *,
repr~sentea in an HTh5~e
WY where the destination anchors are designated using their =s.
The grammar of
lIadeus lmguage is based on the ~~
-t=
[16].

.4,.+.

._

Figure 4 The intemd representation of the Ctilstmas
ample in Madeus
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by =~ernd app~cations. A plugin works as any other media
object defined in the Madeus object model, but it is charact~ed
by having a generic interface independent of the
plugged-in application. However, from the point of view of
Madeus, plugins are charactertied by being opaque in nature
and indeterminis tic in behavior. The opaqueness in nature
is due to the fact that the plugin interface gives a tited
set of functions to control the plugged-in application, hiding
the information about the plugin presentation components.
Therefore, Madeus has no he prwentation control on the
media objects presented by the plugged-in application, such
as the frame rate for a plugin video. As a restit, a plugin
object is considered to have au indeterrninistic duration that
may conSict tith the constraint-based approach of Madeus
which supposes the control of object duration. The manage
ment of uncontro~able objects is one of the main research
issues of our on-going works.

,-2
1

x
1

Figure 5: Madeus object Ievd

sync notification period The sync notification period is the
period tith which the syncbrotied
objects are not%ed to
tign thernsdves tempor~y tith respect to each other. This
period corrwponds to the time needed to play a whole number of the tits composing every synchrotied object, such
as frames of ~tideo or samplw of audio.

3.S

Presentation

contm

4

Benefits for authoring

h this paper, we wotid We to focus on three main authoring
rdts
obtained thanks to Madeus features:

management

The information about a presentation inst~t is encapsulated into a structure ded
a presentation wnid
which
holds the a~ecutiond status of the media objects presented
at this instant [12]. For ead object, the contti records its
state (runnin g or not) and, if running, its progr=sion time
rdati~”e to its beginning. Moreover, presentation instants
are dassfied into &o main typ=
Tic instmts at which a
set of presentation actions must be carried ou~ and Tac instmts which are the Tic instmts where at least one other
media object starts or ends.
Nloreover, Niadeus performs some actions on presentation contcx%s, such s stor~ update and alculat~ in order
to achieve tim+dependent operations. We have devdoped
an appropriate algorithm for the computation of the pr~
sentation conta~% for any Tic or Tac in the future or in the
pwt: this algorithm takes into account both the information
given by the HSTP and the ternporrd durations that have
be
statictiy computed by the formatter.

3.9

,,.:,..

1. A secure and incremental editing process.
2. An editing procms tightly coupled tith the presentation process.
3. The reusab%ty of specifications.

4.1

A secure and incremental
ument

design of a multimedia doc-

Designing an interactive mtitimedia document is a cyc~c
“spe@, test and mow
process: the author can rardy ob
tain the desired document from the fist specification. One
important point is the fadty in which the authoring environment can hdp the author in adjusting his document.
The use of constraint paradigms in Madeus is a red advantage as far as the foUotig
characteristic is concerned:
each time the author adds or ddetes a constraint (spatial
or temporal), the current set of solutions is readjusted. For
instance, if the author -ts
to insert in the Christmas asamplea fifth background object between the two previously
mentioned on=, it is sticient to modify the etisting constraints in order to have
Pictl ~S
New2ic~ NewYict ~ETS Pict2
The temporal formatter automatictiy
checks the consistency of the new scenario, thus at each editing step the
author is sure of having a consistent scenario. H the scenario
rem~
consistent, the temporal formatter adjusts the pre
vious solution to t ake into account the newly inserted object.
H consistency is violated, the author is aware and can adapt
the document.
Working tith a scenario tiew (see 3.4) is very hdpti in
this incremental procws to know which constraint to delete,
where an object can be inserted, etc.
This incremental support is achievable if we guarantee
easy and fast titching
between the editing and present ation phases. This point is devdoped further in the foUoting
section.

Object handler

kIadeus proposes an object modd for representing the basic media objects taking part in a mtitimedia presentation.
Each time a new media object has to be prwented, the ob
ject mediator creat~ an instance of the appropriate class
that fl
manage its prwentation.
Kladeus han~es a table of the supported media formats.
The object mediator can obtain from this table ~ the information that it needs, such as the type of object to be
crest ed, the data stre= ad the a}dable pr=ent ation servic~ such as play, pause, resume, M fo=d,
fast retid,
etc.
The ~erent
object types are orzed
into an open
generic object modd hierarchy (Fig. 5) that giv- powerM abstraction and inheritance featur-.
h the hierarchy,
we were keen on defining dass~ that r~ect the perception
&aracteritics,
as in vtiible and audible classes, as wd as
the tempor~ characteristics, as in wntinuow and opaque
dosses. More dettied media object classes, such as audio, ~deo, image, etc., me derived from them, wtie format
class=, such w AU and ~F
audio classes, and hPEG ~d
AW video classes, are set at the lower levd of the hierarchy.
~loreover, NIadeus adopts a plugin mechanism to ~ow
the ntfiation
of a tide variety of objects directly managed

4.2

Integrating

the editing and presentation

phases

Due to the intrinsic dynamic characteristic of a mtitimedia
document, the famous static WS~G
paradigm, which
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in the Madeus environment a import function from SM~
documents. It tiow us to use the Madeus presentation engine to play S=
documents.
Both the language and its parser are platform independent. k this language, media objects are addressed by their
~s
to comply tith the designation standards used in distributed webbased applications.
Moreover, the presentation schedtier, that uses the output of the parser, is *O platform independent. However,
the implementation of the synchronization actions invoked
by the schedtier is inevitably platform dependent as these
actions require system-dependent functions such as access to
system dock, control of system timers, event bander, etc.

hdps greafly in titing
tisid
documents, cannot be ap
p~ed to mtitimedia docummts it is not possible to spe@ a
d>=amic beha~tior and to see its rdt
at the same time. As
a consequence, the editing and pr=entation phases are not
the sarn~ Homver, they must be rdy
integrated to be as
dose as possible to the l~S~WG
paradigm. This means
that, fistiy, the time to toggle betieen the wo phases must
be as short as possiblq secondy, the frontier betieen th~e
WO phases must disappear.
h Madeus, the first point is achieved thti
to the use of
a unique temporal structure (HSTP) to maage both edithg and presentation phases, and to the design of ~cient
incremmtrd dgoritbms associated tith this structure.
The current editing proc~s in Madeus requira the author to create a document by editing the t=%ud format.
However, during the praentation phase the author pause
the prmentation, change the spatial position of an object or
add/remove a spatial constraint, and fi~y
save the document and replay the new version. h other words, it means
that the tidow
in which the document is presented is *O
an edting view. Our ~erirnent
shows that this kind of
integration be~een the editing and the presentation phas~
is very sat-g
for the author. IfTe plan to provide the
author tith the same service for the temporal dimension,
but the problem is much more complm due to the @tity
for the author to have a global perception of the tempod
organization. h fact, a complete authoring environment of
mdtimedia documents must be a mtiti- vie% one, tith syntioniaations
betieen tiem and compla~ navigation functionrdities [7].
4.3

Reusing multimedia

5.2

5.3

specifications

6

Benefits for presentation
Portability of multimedia

High level temporal navigation

Two types of temporal navigation have been introduced in
Madeus for providing interactivity and global perception of
documents. Temporal navigation f~ into two main classes:
Cont~ dependent navigation that depends on the topic betig presented and the document structure, i.e. its Iogicd
and temporal structures, and Cent% independent navigation that represents VCR-We controk to play, pause, r~
surne, fast fo~d
and retid
the document presentation.
Such navigation fatities tiow the user to navigate through the temporal dimension of documents in order to -lore
rapidy their content.
These navigation factities are implemented in Madeus
by the hdp of the information suppfied by the presentation
cont~t structure (described in 3.8). Starting from a consistent formatted scenario, the presentation conteti structure together tith the set of Tic and Tac instants deduced
from the hypergraph, Wow us to implement various kinds of
contm%-dependent navigation step by step navigation where
the user can navigate t~and-fro betieen the Tac instants,
stmctural navigation where the user can navigate between
objects located at the same hierarchical level of the hypergraph, and mer defined navigation where the user, whether
author or reader, can sdect a group of presentation instants,
i.e. Tic instants, which seem interesting to him, and use
them z functional navigation anchors.

of parts of- or entire -ting
documents
can remarkably save time w~e creating mtitimedia documents. k Madeus, it. is possible to reuse a composite object
in anoth~ contati. The important point is that a compo%
ite object in Jfadeus is not a fied object but an adjustable
one, i.e neither its duration nor the tempod position of the
objects i% contains are tied. Once again, this is due to the
use of constraints. The ben&t is that the author can reuse
a composite object in diff~ent conta~ts.
Another kind of reuse occurs when the author =ts
to
ch=~ge some basic objects of an -g
document w~e
preserving its temporal md spatial organization. One typid case of such a situation is the tr~ation
of a document
from one tiguage into ~other. The author h= to rephce
each t e~tiud m~sage and each audio comment. There is a
high probability that the durations of the new audio objects
ti
differ from those of the -g
ones. The constraint
technolo~ saves the author the effort of modifying the ternpord or-ation
to adjust such docurnents-

5.1

Etiensibili&

Authoring environments of mtitimedia documents must have
the abfity of e~y
integrating newly emerging types and
formats. k Madeus, ~tiensibfity is achieved by its object
modd that dynamicfly (i. e. during an editing or presentation session) accepts new types and formats. Etiensibfity
is *O provided by plugins which are represented in the object modd as one type of media objects, doting Madeus to
make use of the tide tiety
of atiable plugin apphcations.

The reusabfity

5

,

Future Work

One of the main go~ of the presentation engine of Madeus
is to dynamic~y
adapt to the current presentation conditions. The presentation conditions can be negativdy affected by the indeterrnini sm of the played media objects such
as user interactions and opaque objects, and by the system
ad netiork loads. Constraints cannot static~y guarantee
that distributed presentations are satified under suh condiYlons, but we betieve that dynamic supervision can enhance
the qu~ty through temporal prediction and constraints reetiuation.
An adaptive scheme is required to control the
document presentation tith respect to a global clock.

documents

b the mdtirnedia domain, portable Stand=d formats of me
da objects =e devdoping, such as MPEG audio, MPEG
video, GE, PNG and WEG imagw, tith players atiable on most ctiing
platforms. Madeus tak~ advantage
Of these formats and combines them in documents using a
high Ievq portable language. ThA
to its ~~
structure,
Madeus language providw the easiness of importing fromand e~orting to other standard languages such as Sh~
117] (tithout any guarmtee to ~reserve the whole semantic of the initial language). Itre are currentiy implementing
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The hypergraph structure, given the rich information it
cont~,
can simp~
to a grmt Went the design of an
adaptive schedtig
scheme. Hormation about the ternp~
rd ordering (edges in the HSTP) can be used in an observation and prediction loop: the information recorded at each
observation instant m be used to predict what objects to
play in the future and what objects durations to modify.
Such a technique d
hdp in minimizing effects such as jittering and sketig.
A sample of the issues that we me to address in the
near fiture is the enhancement of the edition/prwent ation
~aphid
user tit erface, which is currentiy under protow
ing =d the ~xtension of scenarios to manage templates of
documents.
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Conclusion

Madeus is an authoring tool integrating authoring and pre
sentation of mtitirnedia documents. It provides document
authors tith an =cient and flatible my to specify a mtitimedia document w~e retaining Wabhhed declarative languages for temporal synchronization and spatial positioning.
It is currmtly ~\Terirnented in a medicd &amework to btid
medid records.
b this paper, we have laid out the d=gn principles of
Madeus which is based on a constraint approach. We have
*O showed that the constraints concept is appropriate for
high levd document specification and provides the required
transp=mcies and abstractions. First, at the interface Ievd,
constrtits flow the combination of intuitive graphic repr~
sensations of scenarios, We tim~es,
tith the ease of modM=tion by automatic updates through constraint propagation. Second, our modd maintains documents’ consistency
in order to prevent authors from introducing errors when
miting complas presentations. Constraints are based on a
powefi
representation of scenarios as graphs. Graphs are
not ordy suitable for authoring but *O for schedtig
and
tire-based navigation.
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